
Standing on the 
ShoulderS

Standing on shoulders may cause orthopedic 
problems; however, here concerns only the 
metaphor.  “Standing on the Shoulders” is the 

aged metaphor depicting how physicists, physicians 
and the like, should humble themselves in service.  
Humble rather than hubris because we so need others to 
hold us up.  Even legendary figures of awesome talent 
(foremost ISAAC NEWTON) down-sized their personal 
significance using this exact metaphor.  The coined 
Newtonian Humility comes by the one who our history 
credits with instigating all of modern math and physics, 
and even who is named as more significant than other like 
giants: GALILEO, DA VINCI, MICHELANGELO, or 
even EINSTEIN.  

Writing to his friend, Sir Newton surmised that “If I have 
seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants.”  
The metaphor survives into today’s culture. With a cameo 
appearance in the film Jurassic Park (when mathematician 
Ian Malcolm chastises park owner John Hammond), the 
metaphor reappears in a 2009 NYT Best Seller, Footprints 
of Giants, where we read how the “Giant of all giants” 
is the Almighty whose shoulders bear us all.  Also here 

notable is that historians credit Newton to have written 
more about Christian faith than even of science.

We doctors are the dwarves held-up by 4000 years 
of genius giants. We benefit from the genius of 
many a household name: DA VINCI for anatomy; 
HIPPOCRATES for disease theory; GALEN for surgery; 
PASTURE for germ theory; NIGHTENGALE for clean 
hospitals, LISTER for antiseptics and mouthwash; and 
RONTGEN for x-rays.  Pathetic we are without even one 
of them.

The most towering medical giants include those of the 
Biblical era.  The symbol of medicine (a snake on a pole) 
is seen in MOSES’ hand attending to the suffering sick 
of Israel.  No one should ignore the bounty of literature 
naming the Biblical JESUS as the all-time greatest 
physician of our body and soul.  I read the earliest 
pediatric care in the Gospel of MARK reporting JESUS 
as the attending physician over several seriously ill 
children. The One who is foremost among all physicians 
gave all credit to His father.  Many modern colleagues 
have written how they seek Him as their partner in 
practice or even a needed medical consultant.

Medicine today without the help of all these preceding 
giants is unimaginable.  To miss the overwhelming 
significance of others lifting us suggests pathological 
narcissism.  We of such comparatively modest skills 
would do well to often acknowledge that if the likes of 
NEWTON and even our LORD credited their significance 
to One bigger than self; our patients will be happier and 
healthier if we likewise fall-in.
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